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A compliment is a sincerely positive comment, remark, utterance, or 
expression about the speaker’s intention to have a good relationship 
with others by delivering positive or good values toward someone 
else. This research is purposed to analyze complimenting behavior by 
males and females found on celebrities’ Instagram comments. This 
research employed descriptive qualitative research through a 
documentaries method. 250 comments from 10 most-followed 
celebrities’ (five males and five females) comment columns were used 
to identify the complimenting behavior in the form of words, phrases, 
or clauses containing compliments. This revealed that the differences 
between males and females in complimenting behavior showed who 
complimented, to whom they complimented, the compliment types, 
and the compliment forms. Females complimented more than males 
did. Besides, complimenting celebrities is commonly directed at the 
same sex rather than across sex. However, both males and females 
were more likely to use direct compliments and less indirect 
compliments. Compliments by both males and females also showed 
that direct compliment form 8 (ADJ NP!) is dominantly used. The 
dominance of form 8 occurrence indicated that shorter form of 
compliment seemed suitable and reasonable for a virtual interaction 
like Instagram. From this research analysis, it can be concluded that 
some different contexts of communication require other compliment 
forms. Therefore, adding a sub-category and additional category from 
the original compliment forms should be considered. 
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A compliment is regarded as a positive expression to show opinion toward 

something that we think has good value. According to Webster’s (2021) 
dictionary a compliment is an expression of esteem, respect, affection, or 
admiration. The term "compliment" is a kind of act to express someone's 
positive praise or admiration towards something that belongs to a speech act. 
A speech act, according to Freethesaurus (2021), is any of the acts performed 
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by a speaker within an utterance, such as stating, asking, requesting, advising, 
warning, persuading, considering the content of the message, the intention of 
the speaker, and the effect of the listener. A compliment is regarded as an 
expressive speech act which expresses the speaker’s psychological state of 
attitudes and emotions, one of which is compliment.  

The preliminary complimenting behavior studies in 1970s and 1980s 
have been influential in current complimenting behavior studies. Regarding 
to the compliment form, Ye (in Miranda & Hamzah, 2018)) states that 
compliment is divided into indirect compliment and direct compliment. 
Indirect compliment refers to unstructured or other creative patterns of 
compliments. Meanwhile, direct compliment refers to a strictly patterns of 
compliments. Furthermore, regarding to the direct compliment, the results of 
Manes & Wolfson (1981) revealed that there were nine formulaic patterns 
found in American English compliments in face-to face interaction. They are: 
(1) NP {is/looks} (really) ADJ (e.g.: Your earrings look gorgeous), (2) I (really) 
{like/love} NP (e.g.: I love your clutch), (3) PRO is (really) (a) ADJ NP  (e.g.: 
That is a nice pose), (4) You V (a) (really) ADJ NP (e.g.: You did a good job), (5) 
You V (NP) (really) ADV (e.g.: You played guitar really well), (6) You have (a) 
(really) ADJ NP (e.g.: You have a beautiful daughter), (7) What (a) ADJ NP! (e.g.: 
What a beautiful view), (8) ADJ NP! (e.g. Nice picture), and (9) Isn’t NP ADJ? 
(e.g.: Isn’t that dress pretty?).  

However, Manes & Wolfson (1981) examined compliments in face-to-
face interaction. Nowadays, the globalization era influences other linguists' 
interests to analyze complimenting behavior in virtual interaction which 
results different formulaic patterns from the face-to face interaction. Utilizing 
Manes & Wolfson (1981) nine formulaic patterns, Placencia & Lower (2013) 
only found patterns 1-4 and 7-8 in Facebook corpus covering American 
English interaction. Furthermore, Placencia & Lower's (2013) study 
introduced subcategories in elliptical forms from the original category of 
Manes & Wolfson (1981). These authors reasoned that virtual interaction 
shows a greater number in elliptical subcategories. An elliptical form is also 
regarded as the informal form of compliment in a virtual written medium.  

Additionally, some researchers have examined the complimenting 
behavior studies by sex-based perspective. Manes & Wolfson (1981) and 
Holmes (1986) revealed that females gave and received more compliments 
than males. Regarding to whom the compliments are directed, Bolton (1994) 
states that both males and females directed compliments to the same sex more 
frequently than to across sex. On the contrary, Miranda & Hamzah (2018) 
found that both males and females tended to compliment across sex than the 
same sex. Regarding this finding, they argue that females nowadays have 
open-minded, thoughtful, and independent speech style in expressing their 
thoughts and ideas, especially in complimenting. Similarly, Lakoff (1973) 
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states that no matter what status the females are, females speak a subtle and 
powerful way of disregarding their subordinate position. The differences of 
males and females in complimenting, according to Khan & Rustam (2017), 
might happen due to the universalities of the speakers which reflect to the 
heterogeneity of the speakers’ sociolinguistic behavior. 

Since some preliminary studies have tried to analyze complimenting 
behavior between directed at relatives within particular speech community, 
this research was aimed at complementing the previous research regarding 
complimenting behavior from sex-based perspective found on the world’s 
most-followed celebrities on Instagram. We consider that analyzing the 
compliments from the celebrities’ Instagram comment columns would result 
in providing another evidence of the differences between males and females 
in using language, especially in complimenting. Furthermore, research on 
complimenting behavior in virtual interaction; especially on Instagram is still 
lack of attention since research on complimenting behavior in face-to-face 
interaction gains a much interests of many researchers 

This research employed the compliments data obtained from the 
compliments directed to the world’s most-followed celebrities on Instagram. 
Complimenting behavior directed at the most-followed celebrities on 
Instagram might appear differently since the celebrities are followed by 
people from different sexes, ages, first language, ethnics, cultures, social 
stratification, jobs, and education levels. Moreover, the celebrities were 
commented by hundreds, thousands, to millions of people, some of whom 
have family relationships, friendships, coworkers, acquaintances, fans, or are 
just strangers to the celebrity. Followed by millions of Instagram users in the 
world, many people compliment these celebrities in various ways, such as 
about their physical appearance, the clothes they wear, the things around 
them, their attitudes or personalities, and other topics that cannot even be 
identified.  

In identifying the compliment behavior on celebrities’ Instagram 
comment columns by sex-based perspective, we take into account the 
occurrences of who compliment, to whom the compliments were directed, the 
types of compliments being employed (direct compliment and indirect 
compliment), and the formulaic patterns of compliment being employed. The 
research concludes that female complimented more than males. This 
conclusion is supported by Placencia & Lower (2013) and Sciriha (2003) 

studies who also found that females gave more compliments than males. 
However, compliments on Instagram community commonly happen between 
the same sexes despite of across sex. In directing the compliments to the same 
sex, a direct compliment was frequently used than indirect compliment. 
Regarding to the direct compliment formulaic patterns, this research 
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presented a high occurrence of pattern 8 (ADJ NP) along with its sub-category 
by both sexes.  

The results of this research have led conclusions that complimenting 
behavior between different sexes differs according to who compliments, to 
whom they complimented, the compliment forms, and the direct compliment 
formulaic patterns. Complimenting behavior on virtual interaction of 
Instagram seems to be similar to complimenting behavior in face-to face 
interaction, but appear to be more concise and simpler yet more creative than 
in face-to face interaction. Therefore, this research suggests adding additional 
categories along with their sub-categories for further study of complimenting 
behavior on an internet-based communication. 
 
METHOD 
Subject  
The subjects of this study were obtained from the world’s most-followed male 
celebrities and female celebrities on Instagram, who have different 
nationalities (Portuguese, Spanish, Canadian, and American). Meanwhile, the 

data used in this research were comments in the form of English words, 
phrases, clauses, and sentences containing compliments in the comment 
columns on the celebrities’ Instagram accounts. The data sources of this study 
were purposively chosen from the world’s most-followed celebrities listed in 
Tracalysitics (2020). In identifying the complimenting behavior by sex-based 
perspective, the researcher limited the world’s most-followed celebrities into 
five world’s most-followed male celebrities and five world’s most-followed 
female celebrities on Instagram. The limitation of these celebrities was 
purposed to equalize the number of celebrities in relation to analysee the 
complimenting behavior by sex-based perspective. Since these celebrities 
received huge comments, the compliment data were collected from the five 
top comments containing compliments from any public accounts (non-private 
account) on the celebrities’ five latest photos. Public accounts (non-private 
account) were selected to ease the researcher in identifying the 
complementors’ sex. Besides, the photos were also limited into five photos 
showing the celebrities’ portraits uploaded before November 30th, 2020. 
Therefore, the total comments containing compliments were 250 data. 
 
Instruments 
The main instrument of this study was the researcher herself through reading, 
identifying, and processing the data of compliments by different sexes. Since 
this study was limited to describe complimenting behavior by sex-based 
perspective, including who directed compliments, to whom the compliments 
were directed, the compliment forms, and the direct compliment formulaic 
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patterns, a datasheet was used as the secondary instrument. The datasheet is 
presented in Appendix 1. 

 

Data analysis procedures  
In analyzing the data, compliments found on males’ Instagram comment 
columns were separated from compliments found on females’ Instagram 
comment columns. Each compliment on different sexes’ Instagram accounts 
was analyzed using Ye’s (in Miranda & Hamzah, 2018) theory of compliment 
form (direct compliment and indirect compliment form), and Manes & 
Wolfson's (1981) theory of nine direct compliment formulaic patterns. 
Furthermore, the data are presented in percentages in the form of tables and 
figures, and analyzed descriptively.  
 
FINDINGS  
Who directed compliments? 
Complimenting behavior on Instagram by sex-based research was considered 
by identifying the compliment occurrences directed by males and females. As 
one can see, Table 1 presents the frequency of sex-based distribution in 
directing compliments on the celebrities’ posted photos on Instagram.  
  
Table: 1 Sex-Based Distributions of Compliments 

Sex 
Number of 

Compliments 
Percentage 

Male 118 47.2% 
Female 132 52.8% 
Total 250 100% 

 
Table 1 shows most of the female Instagram users prefer to compliment 

more frequently than males. The compliments obtained from the male users 
account for 47.2%, while the compliments obtained from the female users 
account for 52.8%. However, it can be seen from Table 1 that there is no 
significant difference between male and female in directing compliment. 
 
To whom the compliments were directed 
This study is also purposed to identify the complimenting behavior directed 
at the celebrities’ Instagram comment columns from a sex-based perspective 
seen from to whom the compliments are directed. Figure 1 presents male and 
female differences in directing compliments to the different sexes.  
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Figure 1. Male and Female Differences in Directing Compliments to the 
Different Sexes 
 

Figure 1 presents that both males and females directed the majority 
compliments to the same sex while directed fewer compliments across sex. As 
one can see, Figure 1 presents variation in terms of to whom the compliments 
are directed, from males to males, males to females, females to females, or 
females to males. However, still, Figure 1 presents there are no significant 
differences in directing compliments, both to the same sex and across sex. 
 
The frequency of compliment forms  
Another purpose of this research is to identify the complimenting behavior 
directed at the celebrities’ Instagram comment columns from a sex-based 
perspective seen from the frequency of the compliment forms. According to 
Ye (in Miranda & Hamzah, 2018) compliment form is divided into direct 
compliment, indirect compliment, and non-compliment. However, this 
research only focuses on direct and indirect compliment to identify the 
complimenting behavior by a sex-based perspective. As one can see, Table 2 
shows variation in terms of the compliment forms in reference to whom the 
compliments are directed.  
 
Table: 2 Sex-Based Distributions of the Compliment Forms 

Sex  
Direct 

Compliment 
Indirect 

Compliment 

Male to Male 43 36 
Male to Female 21 18 
Female to Female 46 40 
Female to Male 28 18 
Total 138 112 

 
Table 2 shows insignificant difference between the use of direct and 

indirect compliment. However, we identified that both males and females 
directed more direct compliments than indirect compliment. Moreover, Table 

Male to Male (31.6%)

Female to Male
(18.4%)

Male to Female
(15.6%)

Female to Female
(34.4%)
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3 indicates significant difference of each compliment form in reference to 
whom the compliments are directed. It can be seen that Instagram users, both 
males and females, tend to give direct compliment and indirect compliment 
to the same sex than across sex. Furthermore, the discussions of the direct and 
indirect compliment forms are presented in the following sub-findings. 
 
Direct compliments 
Regarding to the syntactic aspects of complimenting behavior in American 
English by Manes & Wolfson’s (1981), they found nine formulaic compliment 
forms. They are: (1) NP {is/looks} (really) ADJ, (2) I (really) {like/love} NP, (3) 
PRO is (really) (a) ADJ NP, (4) You V (a) (really) ADJ NP, (5) You V (NP) 
(really) ADV, (6) You have (a) (really) ADJ NP, (7) What (a) ADJ NP!, (8) ADJ 
NP!, and (9) Isn’t NP ADJ? All these formulaic compliment forms occurred 
more than two times in Manes & Wolfson’s (1981) data; compliment form 1, 
2, and 3 are dominantly occur than the rests. Meanwhile, the use of nine 
formulaic compliment forms in this research is presented in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Sex-Based Distribution of Direct Compliment Patterns by Manes 
& Wolfson (1981) 

 
Figure 2 shows that the direct compliment form 8 is far most frequently 

used by both sexes. Specifically, this research revealed that males are more 
likely to use the direct compliment form 8, following compliment form 3, 
compliment form 2, compliment form 1, and compliment form 5, and the 
compliment forms. On the other hand, females mostly used the direct 
compliment form 8, following compliment form 2, compliment form 1, 
compliment form 5, and other compliment forms. Furthermore, direct 
compliment form 8 is a shorter form than direct compliment 1. On the other 
side, Figure 2 indicates that males used five out of nine direct compliment 
forms, in which the direct compliment form of 4, 6, 7, and 9 did not occur. 
Meanwhile, females used four out of nine direct compliment forms, in which 
the direct compliment form 3, 4, 6, 7, and 9 did not occur. 
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Indirect compliment form 
The findings on indirect compliments indicate the creativity of Instagram 
users in directing compliments. Generally, indirect compliments between 
virtual interactions and indirect compliments in face-to-face interactions have 
no significant difference, and neither has the indirect compliment between 
males and females. However, the indirect compliments data obtained in this 
research seem to have patterns and topics that cannot be specifically 
described. Therefore, it is difficult to see sex perspective in indirect 
compliments. If the analysis of direct compliments can be seen from the use 
of the formulaic forms, the analysis of indirect compliments seems quite 
difficult to determine certain criteria. 
 
DISCUSSION 
This study is purposed to identify the complimenting behavior directed at 
celebrities’ Instagram comment columns from a sex-based perspective seen 
from who directed the compliments. Each photo in the selected celebrities’ 
photo was examined and a tally was taken from compliments made by other 
users. This research has obtained 250 compliments from 25 selected photos of 
10 selected celebrities’ Instagram accounts. 

Regarding who directed compliments, this research found that female 
tend to give more compliments than males. This finding is similar to Sari 
(2013) who claims that females gave more compliments than males. These 
findings are reinforced by the results of Placencia & Lower's (2013) and Sciriha 
(2003) studies which also found that females tended to give more 
compliments than males. In other words, the high frequency of females’ 
compliments supports the findings of the preliminary studies (Wolfson, 1983; 
Lee, 2009; Sifianou, 2001; Qanbar, 2012). According to Al-Rousan,  Awal, & 
Salehuddin (2014), females assume compliments as a positive device in 
building positive relationship while males assume compliments as an 
embarrassing or a face threatening act. The difference of sex-based 
distributions of complimenting behavior might happen due to the different 
understanding of compliment function between males and females. 

The reasons to sex-based variations in complimenting behavior are the 
socio structural aspects, the interpersonal aspect, and the individual aspect. 
Regarding to these aspects, Zhao (2013) found out that females compliment 
more because they recognize that complimenting others is regarded as a 
positive speech act. Specifically, according to Sciriha (2003), they 
complimented because they also wanted to be complimented. Hence, they 
pay compliments as much as possible as they wanted the pay back of the 
compliments. In contrary, male compliment less because they recognize that 
complimenting others is regarded as a face-threatening act. That is to say, 
females’ compliments function to show their politeness and positive side to 
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build up positive relationship with others. Nevertheless, the finding of this 
research is contrast with Widyanita and Pasaribu (2019) who found that males 
gave more compliment than females. Their findings differ as the impact of the 
narration which governs the characters’ personality. Another finding is also 
found out by (Rees-Miller (2011) that males gave more compliments than 
females. 

However, this research found that the males and females did not 
present a significant difference in directing compliments. This result might 
happen in reference to the influence of the technology use in this sophisticated 
era. Research by Manes & Wolfson (1981), for example, shows significant 
differences between male and female of American English in directing 
compliments in face-to-face interaction. On the other side, research by 
Miranda & Hamzah (2018) revealed insignificant differences between male 
and female in directing compliments on Facebook. Miranda & Hamzah (2018) 
claim that the more advanced an era, the less difference between male and 
female in using language. Furthermore, Either Wolfson (1983) or Placencia & 
Lower (2013) conclude that females appear to receive more compliment than 
males. Nevertheless, this research does not consider males and females’ 
differences in receiving compliments because we had balanced the number of 
complimentee to 5 male celebrities and 5 female celebrities, and limiting 25 
compliments on each of these celebrity accounts.   

Regarding to whom the compliments were directed, this research 
seems to be similar with Holmes (1986) and Bolton (1994) who also found that 
both males and females complimented the same sex more frequently than 
across sex. In contrary, Sciriha (2003) and Miranda & Hamzah's (2018) studies 
found that both males and females tend to give more compliments to the 
opposite sex. They believe that this result might happen due to the 
phenomenon of sex equality so that people may express their compliments to 
others without considering the sex of others. They argue that females 
nowadays have open-minded, thoughtful, and independents speech style in 
expressing their thoughts and ideas, especially in complimenting.   

In this research, the compliments directed by males and females to the 
same sex of the celebrities might be influenced by the special relationship 
between top users’ and the celebrities. Some users are probably the male 
celebrities’ brothers, boy-friends, male relatives, male co-workers, male 
acquaintances, male fans, or male strangers. Similarly, some users are 
probably the female celebrities’ sisters, girl-friends, female relatives, female 
co-workers, female acquaintances, female fans, or female strangers. For some 
of the celebrities’ fans, they might keep following every update of the 
celebrities they admire or adore. Therefore, it is very common that this type 
of users always appears in the top comments that fill the comment column 
space with their compliments or praises of their idols. We can also assume 
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that the users admire, crave, and make the celebrities they admire become 
their role model. For example, a female celebrity may become a role model of 
ordinary females who commented on their photos. Vice versa, a famous male 
athlete may become a role model of other common males who commented on 
their photos. For some of the celebrities’ strangers, they might not always keep 
following the celebrities, but the compliments they direct might be influenced 
by the users’ interest in the celebrities' job as actors/actresses, musicians, 
athletes, models, and the like. That is to say, the celebrities attract the strangers 
to compliment because they also work in the same area as the celebrities do. 

The complimenting behavior by a sex-based perspective can also be 
seen from the use of compliment forms, including direct and indirect 
compliment forms. This research found that both males and females used 
direct compliment form than indirect compliment form. This result is in line 
with Sari's (2013) study which also found that both males and females pay 
more direct compliments. According to Purnomo (2015), the use of direct 
compliments reflects closeness signs, affiliation and solidarity. Additionally, 
they revealed that speakers tend to use direct compliments because they did 
not intend to make small talk so the speakers compliment to the point or 
directly. However, this research found that both males and females tend to 
give direct compliment and indirect compliment to the same sex than across 
sex. This finding is in contrast with Miranda & Hamzah's (2018) study which 
revealed that in directing compliments across sex, males are more likely to use 
direct compliments, while females are more likely to use indirect 
compliments. The same results also appear in directing compliments to the 
same sex, in which males are more likely to use direct compliments, while 
females are more likely to use indirect compliments. The finding of the 
present research is possibly caused since it is directly proportional to the 
number of compliments directed to the same sex as compared to across sex. 

Specifically, to the direct compliment form, this research found that 
direct compliment forms on Instagram are indicated by the positive semantic 
load utilizing adjectives such as "amazing" and "beautiful" or verbs such as 
like and love. Nevertheless, this research identified another positive semantic 
load by adjectives, such as stunning, incredible, beautiful, amazing, perfect, 
awesome, great, the best, unbelievable, cute, pretty, sick, funky, kind, 
interesting, dope, gorgeous, okay, happy, and fantastic. Moreover, 
compliments containing the positive semantic load may also be reinforced 
with intensifiers, such as so, very, completely, always, absolutely, and truly. 
Moreover, this research found that the distributions of direct compliment 
forms vary.  

These different findings are due to people from different backgrounds 
who communicate across linguistic and cultural boundaries. Since the 
Instagram covers people from different sexes, ages, nationalities, ethnics, 
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cultures, social stratification, jobs, and educational levels, the syntactic forms 
of compliment are also varied. For example, using shorter compliments such 
as compliment form 8 might be worth for some cultures, but some cultures 
might regard it as ignorant compliments. Moreover, these differences might 
also happen since the communication medium is a crucial factor that affected 
the way complimenters complimented the linguistic boundaries. This 
statement is supported by Indah & Rifana (2017) who state that the informal 
online characteristic of interaction on online platforms, especially on 
Instagram, causes the tendency of using shorter or abbreviated comments by 
the Instagram users. They add that visual contents presented in Instagram in 
the form of photos and videos only attract Instagram users’ short comments. 

However, Mambo (2019) states that the distinctions of the formulaic 
compliment forms are possibly affected by the focus of the study (sex, age, 
nationality, ethnic, culture, social stratification, job, or educational level).  Al-
Rousan et al. (2014) for example, argue that the findings of the previous 
studies point out that compliments are syntactically formulaic in many 
languages. Regarding to the formulaic compliment forms, we found 14 
additional compliment forms in the data. We decided to take additional 
compliment forms since some data could not be classified into the current nine 
formulaic compliment forms. The additional forms are the elliptical form of 
the original form and another form that has not been included in the nine 
formulaic compliment forms by Manes & Wolfson (1981). Along with the 
globalization era, according to Placencia & Lower (2013), abbreviation or 
elliptic is affected by communication media and the informal context of 
communication. The invention of these other direct compliment forms is also 
affected by the differences between the compliment forms proposed by Manes 
& Wolfson (1981) and the target languages analyzed in some studies. The 
highlight of additional compliment forms in this research is shown in Table 3. 
 
Table: 3 Suggested Direct Compliment Forms     

Direct 
Compliment 

Forms 
The Original Forms Suggested Forms 

1 
NP {is/looks} (really) ADJ 

e.g.,:Your earrings looks gorgeous 

N.P. LV (ADV) ADJ 
e.g.,:Your earrings seems 

gorgeous 

2 
I (really) {like/love} NP 
e.g.,:I love your clutch 

SubPRO (ADV) V N/N.P. 
e.g.,:We love it 

SubPRO (ADV) V 

I like; I love 
Love/Like 

e.g., Love! Like! 
Love/Like N/N.P. 

e.g., Love the shirt; Love the pose 
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Direct 
Compliment 

Forms 
The Original Forms Suggested Forms 

3 
PRO is (really) (a) ADJ NP 

e.g.,: That is really a nice pose 

SubPRO AUX (ADV) ADJ 
N/N.P. 

e.g.,: You are a very stand out 
Hollywood actor 

4 
You V (a) (really) ADJ NP 

e.g.,: You did a good job 
- 

5 
You V (NP) (really) ADV 

e.g.,: You played guitar really well 

- 

ADV 
e.g.,: Surprisingly 

6 
You have (a) (really) ADJ NP 

e.g.,: You have a beautiful daughter 
- 

7 
What (a) ADJ NP! 

e.g.,: What a beautiful view 
- 

8 
ADJ NP! 

e.g.,: Nice picture 

- 
ADJ 

e.g.,: Stunning; Adorable 

9 
Isn’t NP ADJ? 

e.g.,: Isn’t that dress pretty? 
- 

10 - 
SubPRO V ObjPRO 

e.g.,: You surprised me; She 
impressed us 

11 - 
SubPRO LV (ADV) ADJ 

e.g.,: You look stunning here 

 - 
SubPRO LV {like} ADJ N/NP 
e.g.,: You look like a famous 

actor 

12 - 
ADV ADJ 

e.g.,: So dramatic; Very good 

 
 Table 3 shows that according to this research data, some forms have 
suggestions for adding sub-categories, some forms have suggestions for 
changing their forms from their original form, and some new forms. Forms 
that do not have suggestions for adding sub-categories and changing their 
forms from their original form are forms 4, 6, 7, and 9 because data are not 
found in those four forms. Additionally, the forms that have suggestions for 
adding sub-categories are forms 2, 5, and 8. Meanwhile, the forms that 
suggestion for changing their forms from their original form is form 1. On the 
other hand, there are 3 new forms along with their sub-categories. 

In form 1, we found that the proposed changes to its original form are: 
(1) changing is/ looks to a LV (linking verb), and (2) changing really to ADV 
(adverb). These changes are purposed to other compliments that contain 
linking verbs apart from is/looks, and adverbs apart from really. In form 2, 
there are four suggestions for adding sub-categories. The first sub-category is 
a suggestion of other forms of the original form, including (1) changing I to 
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SubPRO (subject pronoun), (2) changing really to ADV (adverb), (3) changing 
like/love to a positive verb of compliments, and (4) adding N (noun) other 
than N.P. (noun phrase). The second subcategory is the elliptical form from 
the first subcategory without involving N.P. (noun phrase). The third sub-
category is the elliptical from the original form without involving I/SubPRO, 
really/ADV, and N.P. The fourth sub-category is the elliptical form of the 
original form which does not involve I/SubPRO, really/ADV, but adds N 
(noun) other than N.P. (noun phrase). The suggestion to add this sub-category 
is needed so that other compliments that contain subject pronouns apart from 
I, verbs apart from like/love, and adverbs apart from really can be categorized 
as form 2. 

In form 3, we propose the changing form from its original form, 
including (1) changing PRO (pronoun) to SubPRO (subject pronoun), (2) 
changing is to AUX (auxiliary), (3) changing really to ADV (adverb), and (4) 
adding N (noun) apart from N.P. (noun phrase). These changes are needed 
because pronouns have several categories. In the context of compliment 
forms, only two types of pronouns can be specified, namely subject pronouns 
and object pronouns. In form 3, the appropriate type of pronoun is a subject 
pronoun. Additionally, these changes are also needed so that other 
compliments containing auxiliary verbs apart from is and adverb apart from 
really can also be categorized as form 3. 

In form 5, there is no suggestion to change the form from its original 
form because no such data was found. However, from the data of this 
research, it can be suggested to add subcategories which are the elliptical form 
from the original form without involving You, V (verb), NP (noun phrase), 
and really. Similar to form 5, form 8 also does not have a proposed change of 
form from its original form because no such data was found. However, from 
this research data, it can be suggested to add sub-categories which are the 
elliptical form from the original form without involving NP (noun phrases). 
The proposed sub-categories are needed so that other compliments containing 
only an adverb can be categorized as form 5, and other compliments 
containing only an adjective can be categorized as form 8. 

Meanwhile, the results of this research led to 3 new form suggestions 
that need to be considered as new forms of compliments in virtual interaction. 
These 3 proposed new forms, probably, can also be used to analyze 
compliments in face-to-face interactions. These three proposed new forms 
also include sub-categories which are the elliptical form of the proposed new 
form, or other forms of the proposed new form. However, it should be noted 
that the proposed form found in this research is limited to this research data 
only. To validate the newly discovered forms, it is necessary to analyze data 
from various other sources, both face-to-face interaction, and virtual 
interaction. Additionally, there is one other thing related to the new form of 
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compliment that has been found, which may still be considered in writing it 
in the formulaic form. It is an adverb in compliments that is meant to be 
limited to the adverb of degree, adverb of frequency, and adverb of manner. 
However, other considerations are still needed in writing the adverb term 
formula. 

Besides, regarding to indirect compliment form, this research found 
that the unavailable criteria for analyzing indirect compliment form cause 
difficulties since the creativity of Instagram users in directing compliments 
seem to have patterns and topics that cannot be specifically described. 
Generally, because Instagram includes various users from various languages 
and cultures, the patterns used in complimenting also differ. For example, in 
the researcher's first language, namely Bengkulu Malay, the pattern used in 
compliment tends to begin with an expression of admiration, and then 
proceed with compliments. In other languages, however, it may be quite 
common to compliment by only using admiration expressions. Besides, 
perhaps in other languages, it may be very common to compliment something 
by relating any other than that which is compliments. In research data, 
Instagram users used patterns that tend to be different. For example, 
compliments in the pattern of greetings, questions, or admirations. 
Additionally, the different language of the Instagram users resulted in 
different patterns of English compliments. When involving patterns of 
English compliments, variations appeared creatively that were formed 
accidentally. 

The topics of indirect compliment in this research tend to cover topics 
related to things that are contained in photos uploaded by celebrities. For 
example, compliments about celebrities’ appearances (face or body shape), 
about certain celebrities’ abilities or skills (soccer skills, acting skills, singing 
skills, etc.), about the celebrities’ personalities or characteristics (celebrities' 
attention about charity, the celebrities’ condolences or concerns for other 
people's misfortunes, etc.), about things related to the celebrities’ possessions 
(celebrities’ clothes or accessories, song albums, children, pets, etc.), and other 
compliment topics. However, indirect compliments also often involve topics 
of compliment that are not related to the things contained in the photos 
uploaded by celebrities. Some of the users leaving indirect compliment by 
saying their affective feelings (It makes my heart smile and Thankful for you), 
employing a noun or a phrase reflecting the celebrities they compliment on 
(goat, king, boss, goals, Gods of football, God on the pitch, babies, beauty, 
queen, Mami, and Santa baby). 

Additionally, this research found that the phenomenon of 
complimenting behavior on celebrities’ Instagram comments happen because 
the celebrities might become the complimenters’ role models in the celebrities’ 
working area. Besides, the complimenters might try to build a relationship 
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with celebrities (as a fan or a stranger) or maintain the current relationship (as 
siblings, nieces, best friends, co-workers, and acquaintances). Instagram users 
were more likely to direct compliments freely and pay no attention to sex 
boundaries; there are only slight differences in complimenting behavior, 
including who directed compliments, to whom the compliments were 
directed, and the compliments forms. This insignificant difference is the 
influence of sex equality in mastering technology which fades males and 
females’ differences in various aspects, especially in the language use of 
compliments. 

Based on the discussion above, this research has limitations that are 
considered for the discussion section. First, this research was limited to how 
the complimenting behavior is viewed from one of the external factors of 
language, namely the speakers' sex factor. The word "sex" is used to 
distinguish humans based on their reproductive organs and functions; sex is 
categorized into males and females (Torgrimson & Minson, 2005). Meanwhile, 
the word "gender," as another term that is very commonly misunderstood, is 
a term used to distinguish humans based on their self-representation, whether 
as male or female, or social responses to one's self-representation (Torgrimson 
& Minson, 2005). Because this study looks at the differences in complimenting 
behavior between men and women, this research is linguistic research 
through sex-based research. Therefore, the term "sex" is more appropriate to 
use in this study than the term "gender." 

Second, this research data is limited to 250 compliments found in the 
comments column of 10 celebrities that contain compliments. By limiting the 
number of celebrities and the number of compliments collected from each 
celebrity account, the same number is expected to avoid the tendency of the 
data in one of the speech groups (male or female). Third, this study only 
analyzes the complimenting behavior of men and women based on who is 
praising, to whom the compliment is addressed, and how the compliment 
forms were used. Fourth, in analyzing the compliment form, the data of this 
study are limited by indicators of the form of compliments proposed by Ye 
(in Miranda & Hamzah, 2018), including direct compliment form and indirect 
compliment form. Fifth, the direct compliment form data is limited to the nine 
direct compliment patterns indicator proposed by Manes & Wolfson (1981). 
 
CONCLUSION  
The research of complimenting behavior on celebrities’ Instagram comment 
by sex-based perspective revealed that females gave more compliments than 
males. Females were more likely to address compliments at the same sex than 
across sex. Both males and females used direct compliment forms than 
indirect compliment forms. Specifically, the direct compliment 8 (ADJ NP!) 
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was dominantly used by both sexes which reflected that both sexes were likely 
to use simple, short, and concise compliments. 

Regarding the direct compliment form, adding a sub-category and 
additional category of direct compliment forms is necessary for classifying 
forms of direct compliment originating from internet-based communication 
media. The new compliment forms are needed because virtual interaction’s 
time now shows differences to face-to-face interaction. Virtual interaction is 
commonly restricted to time and space so that people tend to use shorter or 
any other way to compliment others. In another case, different compliment 
forms are influence by culture differences. 

Regarding the indirect compliments, we found that sex-based 
perspective in the indirect compliment cannot be explained specifically 
because there is no specific criterion to characterize the use of indirect 
compliments by different sexes. The indirect compliments could only be 
determined with compliments outside of the direct compliments which have 
formulaic patterns. Therefore, we expect further research could contribute in 
providing certain criteria of an indirect compliment is needed to classify 
certain categories or subcategories in indirect compliments, both in face-to-
face and virtual interactions. Moreover, more research is also still required to 
distinguish the complimenting behavior between virtual interaction and face 
to face interaction within a certain social group/community.  
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Appendix 1: The Datasheet of Compliments on Instagram 

No 
Instagram 
Account 

Compliment 
Excerpt 

Sex 
Compliment 

Form 
Direct Compliment Form 

M F D I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Others 

1.                 
2.                 
3.                 
etc.                 

Notes: 
No : Number of compliments 
M : Male 
F : Female 
D : Direct compliment 
I : Indirect Compliment 
1-9  : Manes & Wolfson’s (1981) nine direct compliment patterns  
 
APPENDIX 2: The Compliment Data Found in the Male Celebrities’ 
Comment Column in Instagram 

No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Intagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

1.  @andrewhenderson Amazing achievement*** ✓  

2.  
@eduaguirre 

Uno mas 
!!!!!!***************** 

✓  

3.  @jalvarezoficial Primo siempre active ✓  

4.  
@monique.novea 

Aaaaahhhh! Teach me how 
to take selfie like you! 

 ✓ 

5.  @rgosantos_7 Craque*** ✓  

6.  @jessiicasilva10 Home, sweet home!***  ✓ 

7.  @franciscomacau GIGANTE! ✓  

8.  @hagitslookbook Absolutely perfect!!  ✓ 

9.  @brianmengel Keep Working ✓  

10.  @mrtaster ***how r you my friend?*** ✓  

11.  
@gajodharsingcool 

Now come play for RCB. 
Maybe they’ll win then 

✓  

12.  

@damndom7 

I wore the same jersey 

today Xd @noel_pious_07 
@dominicakshay 

✓  

13.  @justin_samley Get well soon bro ✓  

14.  @damiano_er_faina CAICEDO* ✓  

15.  @raz_tsy ****goat** ✓  

16.  
@itsannemoore 

If you’re reading this fix 
your fkn Posture 

 ✓ 

17.  @paulodalagnoli Go Juve!! ✓  

18.  @auwalabubakaralhabib Super hero ✓  

19.  @ronaldefriansye Road to Camp Nou my ✓  
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Intagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

idol*** 

20.  @nehalahmad001 Awesome ✓  

21.  @wcarvalho14 Not Bad !!! ✓  

22.  

@arat.gym 

**** We love you* My hero 
*** With your efforts, you 
will be a role model for all 
children my age 

 ✓ 

23.  @jeremylynchofficial King** ✓  

24.  @pauolodalagnoli The best ✓  

25.  
@itsannmoore 

I am the only PERSON that 
can save 2020 * 

 ✓ 

26.  @jellyroll615 Hell yea ✓  

27.  @hu_gujarati_1 Wow  ✓ 

28.  
@torrancesimmons 

Thanks for the motivation 
Brother 

✓  

29.  
@mingea.sora 

For the first time I reacted 
first* 

✓  

30.  @angela.blin You are super hot***  ✓ 

31.  

@jamesjefferson 

I just finished my last 

bottle this weekend but I 
guess I will have to go get 
another one * #Fuqit 

✓  

32.  @alireza_firouzkouhi_niksirat Great post* ✓  

33.  @omdkayy The best* ✓  

34.  @run_Dsm **BIG BRO ✓  

35.  @_charleswilliams1 Respect* ✓  

36.  @ryanchoa This caption hits different* ✓  

37.  

@vikipel 

Please, help little girl * 
Masha @help_mariia 
@help.mariia * she need 
only one respost 

 ✓ 

38.  

@ellenkazaloga 

Please help us close 
collection for little girl 
Maria. This girl wants to 
live. @help_mariia 
@help.mariia 

 ✓ 

39.  

@akula7437 

@therock good evening* 
you very cool actor* please 
help a little girl from 
Ukraine Masha * 
@help_mariia 

 ✓ 

40.  
@kolomiets_karina 

Please, helep us save 
Maria’s life 

 ✓ 

41.  @ian.shaffer1 You the man * ✓  

42.  @its_aryans1 Love from India ***** ✓  

43.  @artem_Plekhabov_161 ***Legend*** ✓  

44.  @ig_romau Boss ✓  
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Intagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

45.  
@therealkrystenritter 

That’s your girl . 
Nahnatchka rules! 

 ✓ 

46.  @philhealth *Looking great Brother! ✓  

47.  @tonybaker Goals. ✓  

48.  @nikkohurtado Hell yeah! B ✓  

49.  
@kubson1992 

You look like a Polish 
galafighter Piotr 
Piechowiak! 

✓  

50.  @daz_black Amazing Bro* ✓  

51.  @sherif_magdyy RIP Legend ✓  

52.  
@dritadavanzoladyboss 

This was one of the best 
things I have ever seen ** 
my favorites!***** #10 

 ✓ 

53.  @_ok__the_big_shot Gods of football ✓  

54.  
@sahil_7356 

Missi you next marodona 
for Agretena* please be fit 

✓  

55.  
@dhiagarouachi 

You are the best player in 
the world 

✓  

56.  
@_rishabj.143 

RIP Diego. God on the 
pitch..* 

✓  

57.  @rudybundini May he Rest In Peace* ✓  

58.  @navidsardiofficial RIP* ✓  

59.  @sowaweboy Rest easy our legend ✓  

60.  

@sha__habaz_shazz 

Messi you are a 
unbelievable player but 
you want to improve your 
speed 

✓  

61.  
@anngrande 

At least something without 
politics 

 ✓ 

62.  

@edmud.anderson15 

U the best keep it up don’t 
mind what they say at the 
end of the season you are 
going to be the season you 
are going to be the best 
play, a top scorer, top 
assist and FIFA best player 
of the year before leaving 

Barceleona 

✓  

63.  @massoud_i_2008 King messi***** ✓  

64.  @ozyolcuuzeyir Come to Galatasaray ✓  

65.  
@paddybulmer 

I want to be like you messi 
you dribble well 

✓  

66.  
@arat.gym 

Messi #HERO #* * Th best 
in the world El major del 
mundo ** 

 ✓ 

67.  
@v___carpe_diem___v 

How many of u accept that 
messi is the G.O.A.T ** 

✓  
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Intagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

68.  

@koenasaha 

Wow iconic duo. Two 
legends in one frame. Very 
happy to see you both 
together. Love this ******* 

 ✓ 

69.  @aminaminj3315 I love messi * ✓  

70.  @cassie_stewart Babies **  ✓ 

71.  @narendrabishnoi65 King Messi ** ✓  

72.  @julianvelasco03 Crack* ✓  

73.  @r.rahulchoudhary Best player in all ✓  

74.  
@daraghdonaghy 

Well played 
@oliverkearney14 

✓  

75.  @nrdino___10 King leo* ✓  

76.  @justflow110 I love you so much  ✓ 

77.  
@itz_kayla.19 

Favorite person ever I love 
u ** 

 ✓ 

78.  @jaredboothh Cute ✓  

79.  
@alalyssaguerrero 

Thankful for you pretty 
boy 

 ✓ 

80.  @iamshriyajain Such a cutie*  ✓ 

81.  @camillecolette7 Love u Justin ***  ✓ 

82.  @caamilaorellana I love you  ✓ 

83.  @andrew_stephenss Hi jb huge fan here ✓  

84.  @ya.freitas PROUD OF YOU  ✓ 

85.  @iamjakegagain Bieber for president 2036 ✓  

86.  @rorykramer Sick drip** ✓  

87.  @zaraahfam FUNKY FIT*  ✓ 

88.  @pubg._lover3675 **Awesome** ✓  

89.  
@coconutcatchy 

I just read the caption and 
that’s where I was in the 
song 

 ✓ 

90.  @__romiranda Love you justin  ✓ 

91.  @shaina///-burgos Killed it  ✓ 

92.  @victorialealvivas KING  ✓ 

93.  @moore__donna Wow*  ✓ 

94.  
@ju__ferreira 

Te amo! I’m so proud of 
you* 

 ✓ 

95.  @tlaburn0313 Incredible performance*  ✓ 

96.  @johncohen1 Awesome! ✓  

97.  @rorykramer Legend !!!!! ✓  

98.  @troyboi Legend * ✓  

99.  
@gabymelchiori 

IT WAS AMAZING I 
LOVE YOU 

 ✓ 

100.  
@ldubz 

Chapters that only God 
himself could write …. It’s 
called #purpose #letsgo! 

✓  

101.  @xanxiety Love u guys ** ✓  

102.  @shawnmendes You are the kindest!! ✓  
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Intagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

Thank YOU for being so 
kind and loving * 

103.  @_.elin._ I LOVE YOU JUSTIN.  ✓ 

104.  @aayelenlopez My baby’s  ✓ 

105.  @camillecollete7 Love u **  ✓ 

106.  
@ava.crismon 

So long without smth 
interesting 

 ✓ 

107.  @prabman_sodhi The amount of boots damn ✓  

108.  
@dewucme 

Dope thank-you so much 
for the repost, can’t wait to 
see the movie** 

✓  

109.  @i.am.shakilla_ My gorgeous twin **  ✓ 

110.  @nitseybelle7 Welcome to Canada *****  ✓ 

111.  @bernecedicarlo Toronto is the bomb!!**  ✓ 

112.  @erikvaldez Same man, same. Get it!!! ✓  

113.  @roguelatte So worth it!  ✓ 

114.  @kidthegreate Best actor for me** ✓  

115.  @tricebaileyofficial That’s a dope pic man ✓  

116.  
@thelinds83 

Oh my god Smurf and 

Angela! 
 ✓ 

117.  

@mrforman81 

Angela I knew you wasn’t 
dead … com back and safe 
Tariq … he done got 
himself into some shit. 

✓  

118.  
@arielp227 

Ohhhhh Wtf Angie Doing 
There Lol 

✓  

119.  
@houston_homes_ 

SMURF is my idol! 
#animalkingdom 

✓  

120.  @kcsj270 Ellen Barkin….is a badass  ✓ 

121.  @massy.arias Legendary !! **  ✓ 

122.  @milaiandolo I want BOP right now **** ✓  

123.  
@mr_oliver_read 

I need 8 cheeses for my 
BOP party! 

✓  

124.  @greenjnnifer Okkkkkkk****  ✓ 

125.  @vinstahpan Back up Karen!  ✓ 

Total 78 47 

Note : 

(*) : represent the use of emoticons, such as smiley faces or hearts, conveying or 

supporting positive meanings in compliments. 
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Appendix 3: The Compliment Data Found in the Female Celebrities’ 
Comment Column in Instagram 

No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Instagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

1.  @ponyy_boyy Beauty* ✓  

2.  @lizzobeating It’s picture #8 fa me  ✓ 

3.  
@dudewithsign 

Tattoos and sassy dogs are 
a vibe 

✓  

4.  @camillecolette7 Queen  ✓ 

5.  @sav._.victoria BEAUTIFUL  ✓ 

6.  @mimicuttrell Stunning  ✓ 

7.  @sweetbyjamie Hi boo  ✓ 

8.  @tywrent Wow wow wow ✓  

9.  
@paolaxtun 

U are making my days 
better* 

 ✓ 

10.  @annahardingxx My angel I love u  ✓ 

11.  @heathersanders_ Sheesh *  ✓ 

12.  @daz_black Jesus marry me* ✓  

13.  @chomeyyssa Drop the mv already  ✓ 

14.  @hanagiraldo Queen*  ✓ 

15.  @anas.bananaz EARLY  ✓ 

16.  @timyvl Nice *** ✓  

17.  @lenkalul My queen **  ✓ 

18.  @jonescrow Incredible ✓  

19.  

@olcay.kalin 

The first one is such a 
serve but this one is good 
too omg you ate that 
photoshoot ARIANA 

✓  

20.  
@thiag014f 

This album is truly 

amazing  
✓  

21.  
@joangrande 

This is happyyyyy… I love 
you 

 ✓ 

22.  @alfredoflores My beauty queen. imy  ✓ 

23.  @mimicuttrell HAPPY  ✓ 

24.  @verawangang **beautiful  ✓ 

25.  
@manthony783 

* I love this photo SO 
much, it makes my heart 
smile * 

✓  

26.  @amrezy GoDZamnnnn*  ✓ 

27.  
@denjiel 

Peeking at the mirror 
reflection like *** 

✓  

28.  @camillecolotte7 Super queen  ✓ 

29.  @maguireamundsen You!!! What!!!!  ✓ 

30.  @missdollycastro So beautiful*  ✓ 

31.  @chaneldijon Slay  ✓ 

32.  @axelmartin9073 ROWSSS ** ✓  

33.  @maguireamundsen Beautiful  ✓ 

34.  @eireneyeung *ROWSSS*  ✓ 
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Instagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

35.  @brydenise Rooooooowssss  ✓ 

36.  @itsjohncyrus So proud of you* ✓  

37.  @drthaisaliabadi Amazing!**  ✓ 

38.  @ruby_mtz_08 Restock it please  ✓ 

39.  
@darkmoonrisbeauty 

Will u restock them??? 
Pleaseeeee***** 

 ✓ 

40.  
@kluhr08 

I wich Kylie’s herat would 
grow three sizex and not 
disable afterplay 

 ✓ 

41.  @kimkardashian Cuties***  ✓ 

42.  @gigihadid I love thes vids*  ✓ 

43.  @desiperkins Stormi is the cutest  ✓ 

44.  @amrezy Cuteness***  ✓ 

45.  @arianna_ajtar crying  ✓ 

46.  @travisscott Heavvvyyyy*** ✓  

47.  @stassiebaby Mami*****  ✓ 

48.  @tifannysorya Santa baby  ✓ 

49.  @makeupbyariel You are not okay **** ✓  

50.  @itsjohnnycyrus Promo on point ** ✓  

51.  @catherinezetajones Beauty*  ✓ 

52.  @therealsphiagrace So pretty SG  ✓ 

53.  @makeupbymeelissam Cutie!!*  ✓ 

54.  @hanagiraldo Bautiful queen  ✓ 

55.  @_adityz_ Omg so cute*** ✓  

56.  @lilyjcollins Absolutely stunning *  ✓ 

57.  @natalie_ganzhorn  Omg***  ✓ 

58.  @chloebartoli BEAUTY LOVE ****  ✓ 

59.  
@candicekumai 

Simply gorge *** classic * 
beauty 

 ✓ 

60.  @joshgolden These are *** ✓  

61.  
@candicekumai 

YASSS GIRL ******* 
turning my ballot is 
Saturday 

 ✓ 

62.  @johncohen1 Yes! #vote ** ✓  

63.  @esaurodriguez10 Trump 2020*** ✓  

64.  @sarahmelonutricionista #trump2020 ***  ✓ 

65.  @timothy_t1993 Trump 2020*** ✓  

66.  @tmarie247 Omg I love you ✓  

67.  @kateyoung You’re beautiful  ✓ 

68.  @chloebartoli My beauty ****  ✓ 

69.  @lizgolden I love this * all of this *  ✓ 

70.  
@lakshmiwillowrose1111 

Strong ass fucking 
survivor. 

 ✓ 

71.  
@jayshetty 

Congratulations so so well 
deserved ** 

✓  

72.  @rosymichael You sure are!*  ✓ 

73.  @nena QUEEN*  ✓ 
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Instagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

74.  
@princessfadiissa 

I’m crazy for you is very 
fantastic 

 ✓ 

75.  @vicky.arya.10420321 Always amazing looking ✓  

76.  
@tracyromulus 

Yep, this is completely 
sums it up. 

 1 

77.  @asif_raja_____ Love you* ✓  

78.  @ayandathabethe Hahahaha accurate lol!  ✓ 

79.  @annanooshin Yup, that’s about it*  ✓ 

80.  
@yesitsmetoolz 

Brilliant Kimberly! Love 
the authenticity 

✓  

81.  @ash_kholm Fav duo !!!*  ✓ 

82.  @foreverkhadijah Funners  ✓ 

83.  @leandra_rjbeiro Beauty*  ✓ 

84.  @ava_crimson Feeling kinda down *  ✓ 

85.  @itsmandalauren This is so pretty  ✓ 

86.  @oliviapierson So chick!! *  ✓ 

87.  @dr._whites._official._ *Dripping ✓  

88.  @marthawebcamgirl Can we chat in private?  ✓ 

89.  @modrnmollie_ Omg love *  ✓ 

90.  @iim.anastasia This queen ** love  ✓ 

91.  @nickiminaj Sickening  ✓ 

92.  @laeticiakchr You look so different  ✓ 

93.  @parishilton That’s hot!***  ✓ 

94.  @iam_valeriegrand You look amazing babe***  ✓ 

95.  
@the_fitness_monk_ 

Hands down,Kim is 
BEAUTIFUL,makeup or 
no make up.* 

 ✓ 

96.  @chrisappleton1 Love this * ✓  

97.  @kimoraleesimmons Oh wow** ✓  

98.  @camilliecolotte7 Beautiful*  ✓ 

99.  @yoguenfruz I love you * ✓  

100.  @mena_lissa You are beautiful  ✓ 

101.  
@curlsandcouture 

Girl we already done gave 
you all our money 

 ✓ 

102.  
@rudybundini 

LIKE if you agree she is the 
queen of many talents 
#model #singer * 

✓  

103.  

@laronhinesofficial 

IM STILL RECOVERING 
FROM THE FIRST ** 
NOW WE GOT MORE 
HEAT 

✓  

104.  
@naptural85 

That hooded jacket thooo 
** 

 ✓ 

105.  
@kiaradcoleman 

You wait til I spend damn 
near $500 to release the 
best colors. Ok 

 ✓ 

106.  @rudybundini LIKE if you agree she is ✓  
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Instagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

not only an incredible 
singer but also a perfect 
model ** 

107.  

@lovekirksey 

Y’all pelase don’t buy 
everything up this time in 
10 minutes. Save me 
something …dang 

 ✓ 

108.  
@kellyaugustine 

Please leave my wallet 
alon Beyonce, it’s the 
holidays 

 ✓ 

109.  
@nealfarinah 

YES YES YES BLACK 
DRIP * : Uknow how much 
I love this collection *** 

✓  

110.  
@asiawithatee_ 

Im readyyy, I just hope 
Adidas don’t mess us over 
with different release time. 

 ✓ 

111.  

@landonromano 

Not you dropping the 
black collection during 
Scorpio season * YOUR 
MIND!! * 

 ✓ 

112.  
@itsmisshoneybee7 

It will sell out before you 
can buy it 

 ✓ 

113.  
@shalomblac 

Let me speak getting a 
package in existence ** 

 ✓ 

114.  
@iamlonzoarnold 

Queen this drop on my 
birthday ***** I gots to get 
it all 

 ✓ 

115.  

@roxanegay74 

But please make a drip for 
old people who don’t 
know how to order this 
awesome merch as fast as 
these kids! 

✓  

116.  
@kellyrowland 

ZZZZDAMNNNNN 
SHAWTY!!! You fine! 

 ✓ 

117.  
@nicobelyer 

Oh, Beyonce! This picture 
is truly doing it for me! 

 ✓ 

118.  
@inayah 

I’m in love w| Thicker 
Bey!!! 

 ✓ 

119.  

@kelvin.signs 

YESSS BEYONCE!! POSE 
ON THE DOOR FOR US!! 
KILLS ME EVERUTHING 
UGH!! 

✓  

120.  

@jznotthatjayz  

Next election, we’re gonna 
have you at the door like 
this protecting the vote 
counters ok 

✓  

121.  @shannonizfir The Queen has spoken   ✓ 

122.  @ebonedavis Period. ✓  
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No. 
The Complimenters’ 
Instagram Accounts 

Compliment Excerpts 
Sex 

Male Female 

123.  

@_tramonster 

Beyonce, I will be on your 
team someday. You are 
my goal. I will coreogrpah 
for you, dance for you, 
your with you, and be 
apart of an amazing era 
with you. Claiming it** 

✓  

124.  @elijahboothe Obsessed *** ✓  

125.  @kudzichikumbu Icon!!!! ✓  

Total 40 85 

 

Note : 

(*) : represent the use of emoticons, such as smiley faces or hearts, conveying or 

supporting positive meanings in compliments. 

 


